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星・惑星系の形成過程 入門 

中本泰史 (東工大) 

2012年9月10-13日 惑星科学フロンティアセミナー：北海道むかわ町  

1. 形成過程の概観 

2. 分子雲の重力収縮 

3. 原始惑星系円盤 

4. 固体微粒子の進化 

5. 微惑星から惑星へ 

6. 惑星系の形成 
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惑星移動 (Type I migration) 
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Tanaka et al. 2002 

・等温ガス円盤，3D構造 

・トルク 
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「惑星落下問題」 
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Paardekooper & Mellema 2006 

・非等温ガス円盤 

・3D流体計算 

 with 輻射エネルギー輸送 

・トルク 
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Nishida 1983 

重力相互作用する 

2体の運動 
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ABSTRACT

We study the torque acting on a planet embedded in an optically thick accretion disc, using

global two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations. The temperature of an optically thick

accretion disc is determined by the energy balance between the viscous heating and the

radiative cooling. The radiative cooling rate depends on the opacity of the disc. The opacity

is expressed as a function of the temperature. We find that the disc is divided into three

regions that have different temperature distributions. The slope of the entropy distribution

becomes steep in the inner region of the disc with high temperature and the outer region of the

disc with low temperature, while it becomes shallow in the middle region with intermediate

temperature. Planets in the inner and outer regions move outwards owing to the large positive

corotation torque exerted on the planet by an adiabatic disc, and on the other hand, a planet in

the middle region moves inwards towards the central star. Planets are expected to accumulate

at the boundary between the inner and middle regions of the adiabatic disc. The positive

corotation torque decreases with an increase in the viscosity of the disc. We find that the

positive corotation torque acting on the planet in the inner region becomes too small to

cancel the negative Lindblad torque when we include the large viscosity, which destroys the

enhancement of the density in the horseshoe orbit of the planet. This leads to the inward

migration of the planet in the inner region of the disc. A planet with 5 Earth masses in the

inner region can move outwards in a disc with surface density of 100 g cm−2 at 1 au when the

accretion rate of a disc is smaller than 2 ×10−8 M yr−1.

Keywords: hydrodynamics –methods: numerical – planets and satellites: formation – planet–

disc interactions – protoplanetary discs.

1 INTRODUCTION

Planets are thought to be formed in a protoplanetary disc around

a young star. A planet growing by the accretion of planetesimals

exchanges angular momentum with disc gas and moves in the disc

(Goldreich & Tremaine 1979, 1980). This is called Type I migration

of a planet. Type I migration is caused by the torques acting on a

planet by a disc. The torque is composed of the Lindblad torque

and the corotation torque. The Lindblad torque is due to the two

spiral density waves excited by the planet in the disc (Ward 1986,

1997), while the corotation torque is exerted by the gas in the

horseshoe region of the planet (Ward 1991; Baruteau & Masset

2008; Paardekooper & Mellema 2008; Paardekooper & Papaloizou

2008). The sum of the Lindblad torque and the corotation torque

determines the total torque acting on the planet.

E-mail: k-yamada@aoni.waseda.jp (KY); satoshi.inaba@waseda.jp (SI)

†Present address: Waseda University, Nishiwaseda, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo

169-8050, Japan.

The Lindblad torque is exerted by the disc gas at the Lindblad res-

onances, which are located inside and outside the orbit of the planet.

The angular momentum of the planet is increased and decreased by

the inner and outer Lindblad torques, respectively. The magnitude

of the negative outer Lindblad torque is a little larger than that of

the positive inner Lindblad torque in a disc (Ward 1986, 1997). The

Lindblad torque becomes negative, leading to the inward migration

of a planet.

The corotation torque exerted by the disc gas in the horseshoe

orbit of a planet depends on the vortensity distribution and the

entropy distribution of the disc gas. The vortensity-related corota-

tion torque is small compared with the Lindblad torque (Masset &

Casoli 2010; Paardekooper, Baruteau & Kley 2011), on the other

hand, the entropy-related corotation torque can become larger than

the magnitude of the negative Lindblad torque. Paardekooper &

Mellema (2006) showed that the corotation torque becomes pos-

itive in a disc with high opacity, reducing the migration velocity

of a planet. This process was recognized and intensively studied

by many researchers (Baruteau & Masset 2008; Paardekooper &

Mellema 2008; Paardekooper & Papaloizou 2008; Masset & Casoli

2009; Ayliffe & Bate 2010, 2011; Paardekooper et al. 2010, 2011;

C 2012 The Authors
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孤立質量 

Dr ~ 10rH
+ 円盤モデル 

 (初期微惑星空間分布) 

→ 原始惑星の質量 

Miso = 2pr ×10rH × Ssolid

Kokubo & Ida 2002 
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原始惑星系円盤の質量 

Beckwith et al. 1990, AJ 99, 924 
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ガス・塵微粒子円盤 → 微惑星 → 原始惑星  

惑星系の多様性 

太陽からの距離 

円
盤
の
総
質
量

 
重い円盤 

軽い円盤 

(Kokubo & Ida 2002) 
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Ida & Lin 2004 
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太陽系の形成に特化したモデル： 

The Grand Tack Scenario  (Morbidelli et al 2012) 

LETTER
doi: 10 .1038/nature102 01

A low m ass for Mars from Jupiter’s early
gas-driven m igration
Kevin J. Walsh1,2, Alessandro Morbidell i1, Sean N. Raym ond3,4, David P. O’Brien5 & Avi M . Mandell6

Jupiter and Saturn formed in a few million years (ref. 1) from a gas-
dominated protoplanetary disk, and were susceptible to gas-driven
migration of their orbits on timescales of only 100,000 years (ref.
2). Hydrodynamic simulations show that these giant planets can
undergo a two-stage, inward-then-outward, migration3–5. The ter-
restrial planets finished accreting much later6, and their character-
istics, including Mars’small mass, are best reproduced by starting
from a planetesimal disk with an outer edgeat about oneastronom-
ical unit from the Sun7,8 (1 AU is the Earth–Sun distance). Here we
report simulations of the early Solar System that show how the
inward migration of Jupiter to 1.5 AU, and its subsequent outward
migration, lead to a planetesimal disk truncated at 1 AU; the terrest-
rial planets then form from this disk over the next 30–50 million
years, with an Earth/Mars mass ratio consistent with observations.
Scattering byJupiter initially emptiesbut then repopulatestheaster-
oid belt, with inner-belt bodies originating between 1 and 3 AU and
outer-belt bodiesoriginating between and beyond thegiant planets.
This explains the significant compositional differences across the
asteroid belt. The key aspect missing from previous models of ter-
restrial planet formation is the substantial radial migration of the
giant planets, which suggeststhat their behaviour ismoresimilar to
that inferred for extrasolar planets than previously thought.

Hydrodynamicsimulationsshow that isolated giantplanetsembed-
ded in gaseous protoplanetary disks carve annular gaps and migrate
inward9. Saturn migrates faster than Jupiter; if Saturn is caught in the
2:3 mean motion resonancewith Jupiter (conditionsfor thisto happen
aregiven in Supplementary Information section 3), wheretheir orbital
period ratio is 3/2, generally the two planets start to migrate outward
until the disappearance of the disk3–5,10. Jupiter could have migrated
inward only beforeSaturn approached itsfinal massand wascaptured
in resonance. The extents of the inward and outward migrations are
unknown a priori owing to uncertainties in disk properties and in
relativetimescalesfor thegrowth of Jupiter and Saturn. Thuswesearch
for constraints on where Jupiter’s migration may have reversed (or
‘tacked’, using a sailing analogy).

The terrestrial planets are best reproduced when the disk of plane-
tesimals from which they form istruncated, with an outer edgeat 1 AU

(refs 7, 8). These conditions are created naturally if Jupiter tacked at
, 1.5 AU . However, before concluding that Jupiter tacked at this dis-
tance, a major question needs to be addressed: can the asteroid belt,
between 2 and 3.2 AU , survive the passage of Jupiter?

Volatile-poor asteroids(mostlyStypes) arepredominant in theinner
asteroid belt, whilevolatile-rich asteroids(mostly C types) arepredom-
inant in theouter belt. Thesetwomain classesof asteroidshavepartially
overlapping semimajor axisdistributions11,12, though C typesoutnum-
ber Stypesbeyond , 2.8 AU. W eran asuiteof dynamical simulationsto
investigate whether this giant planet migration scheme is consistent
with the existence and structure of the asteroid belt. Because of the
many unknownsin giant planet growth and early dynamical evolution,

we present a simple scenario that reflects one plausible history for the
giant planets (Fig. 1). W e provide an exploration of parameter space
(see Supplementary Information) that embraces a large range of pos-
sibilities and demonstrates the robustness of the results. In all simula-
tions, we maintain the fundamental assumption that Jupiter tacked at
1.5 AU.

Figure 2 shows how the migration of the giant planets affects the
small bodies. Thedisk interior to Jupiter hasamass3.7 timesthatof the
Earth (3:7M + ), equally distributed between planetary embryos(large)

1UniversitédeNice–SophiaAntipolis, CNRS,ObservatoiredelaCôted’Azur,BP4229,06304 NiceCedex4,France. 2DepartmentofSpaceStudies, SouthwestResearch Institute, 1050 WalnutStreet,Suite

300, Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA. 3Université de Bordeaux, Observatoire Aquitain desSciences de l’Univers, 2 Rue de l’Observatoire, BP89, F-33270 Floirac Cedex, France. 4CNRS, UMR5804,

Laboratoire d’Astrophysique deBordeaux, 2 Rue de l’Observatoire, BP89, F-33270 Floirac Cedex, France. 5Planetary Science Institute, 1700 East Fort Lowell, Suite 106, Tucson, Arizona 85719, USA.
6NASAGoddard Space Flight Center, Code 693, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, USA.
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Figure 1 | The radial migration and mass growth imposed on the giant
planets in the reference simulation. a, Mass growth; b, semimajor axis. A
fully-formed Jupiter startsat 3.5 AU , a location expected to behighly favourable
for giant planet formation owing to the presence of the so-called snow line21.
Saturn’s30 M + core is initially at , 4.5 AU and grows to 60 M + as Jupiter
migrates inward, over 105years. Inward type-I migration of planetary cores is
inhibited in disks with a realistic cooling timescale23–26; thus Saturn’s core
remainsat4.5 AU during thisphase. Similarly, thecoresofUranusand Neptune
begin at , 6 and 8 AU and grow from 5 M + , without migrating. Once Saturn
reaches 60 M + its inward migration begins25, and is much faster than that of
thefully grown Jupiter27. Thus, on catching Jupiter, Saturn istrapped in the2:3
resonance3. Here this happens when Jupiter is at 1.5 AU . The direction of
migration is then reversed, and the giant planetsmigrate outward together. In
passing, they capture Uranus and Neptune in resonance and these planets are
then pushed outwards as well. Saturn, Uranus and Neptune reach their full
mass at the end of the migration when Jupiter reaches 5.4 AU. The migration
rate decreases exponentially as the gas disk dissipates. The final orbital
configuration of the giant planets is consistent with their current orbital
configuration when their later dynamical evolution is considered28,29 (see
Supplementary Information section 3 for extended discussion).
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Walsh et al. 2011 

・ガス惑星/氷惑星 

・地球型惑星 

・小惑星 

・... 
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太陽系外へ 

オールト雲へ(彗星) 

外縁領域へ(外縁天体?) 
太陽へ 

小惑星 

残存小天体のその後 

(小惑星，彗星，外縁天体) 
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